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Abstract /

As stuck pipes continue to be a major contributor to nonproductive time (NPT) in drilling operations for
oil and gas, efforts to mitigate this incident cannot be over emphasized. A machine learning approach is
presented in this article to identify warning signals and provide early indications for an impending stuck
pipe possibility during drilling activities, so as to take proactive measures to mitigate its occurrence.
The model uses a moving window-based approach to capture key drilling parameter trends and apply
an unsupervised machine learning algorithm to predict abnormalities in the parameters’ rate of change.
It utilizes most commonly available drilling real-time data, and is therefore deployable in all types of
wells. No pre-drill model is essentially required as the system utilizes a self-learning and self-adjusting
model.
The methodology involves the use of change point detection in identifying rig activity and the associated drilling parameters to capture relevant parametric trends for analysis. Inherent in the parameter
trend are the different factors that affects their readings; such as wellbore geometry, bottom-hole assembly (BHA), dogleg severity (DLS), formation characteristics, pump flow rate, and pipe rotations.
The algorithm has been tested on data from historical wells in which stuck pipe incidents, near-miss
stuck pipes, and incident-free wells occurred to prove the concept. The results of the model performance
is hereby presented along with an accuracy measure.

Introduction
Stuck pipe prediction and mitigation strategies has and will continue to receive attention in the drilling for oil and
gas as more complex wells are being drilled across depleted zones to reach deeper reservoir targets. Early detection
of a stuck pipe and mitigating the incident in real time not only helps to prevent its occurrence, but also helps in
making informed decisions as to the appropriate freeing mechanism to adopt if it occurs.
Oftentimes, when a stuck pipe incident occurs, costly corrective actions may include fishing operations, sidetracking the hole, or completely having to drill a new well1. Therefore, various industry estimates claiming that stuck
pipe costs may exceed several hundred million dollars per year is not far-fetched. Stuck pipe incidents account for
a substantial part of nonproductive time (NPT), with estimates ranging from 25% to 35%2.
Understanding stuck pipe mechanisms and their classic signatures helps in the early detection of the trends, and
helps in proactively deploying mitigating strategies against an impending incident. Due to short human memory,
crew changes during drilling operations and trivial parameter trends, among other factors, stuck pipe warning
signs are often undetected early enough for the deployment of effective mitigation strategies.
In this study — a machine learning approach — a moving window-based regression model is used to develop
a system for detecting early warning signs of common stuck pipe mechanisms during drilling operations. The
unsupervised machine learning algorithm is programmed to automatically detect abnormalities in real-time
drilling parameter trends and predict potential stuck pipes, communicate observations in the form of alerts to
engineers in advance to allow for proactive corrective actions. This invariably increases the chance of avoiding
severe sticking in the first place and success in timely freeing the pipe if at all it happened. Since stuck pipe incidents account for a substantial part of NPT, time is crucial in such cases as an improper reaction to a stuck pipe
incident can easily make it worse.
Major causes of stuck pipes in drilling for oil and gas operations includes key seating, improper mud control,
excessive overbalance, cuttings accumulation, cuttings or sand avalanche, shale cavings, and balling up. Early
identification of the stuck mechanism leads to deploying the relevant preventative measures such as recommendations, which deals with drilling practices — and are abundant in literature. For example, maintaining wellbore
stability, avoiding wellbore tortuosity, running a reamer in the bottom-hole assembly (BHA), avoiding improper
mud control by ensuring proper cuttings suspension, providing low filtration rates into the formation, and avoiding
excessively thick filter cakes3.
As a well is being drilled, it is always in communication with the driller using telltale signs from drilling parameters. The telltale means of communicating its condition as it relates to impending stuck pipe while drilling
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is in the understanding of the behavior of three principal surface parameters; they are hook load (HKLD),
rotary torque (TRQ ), and standpipe pressure (SPP).
The understanding of the expected trend of these easily
accessible parameters goes a long way in early detection,
and therefore, mitigation of stuck pipe. We listen to the
well by monitoring the trends of these parameters during
drilling and tripping operations.
The system and methodology hereby presented, strives
to contribute to the foundation’s building block of drilling automation by automating the trend analysis and
monitoring of HKLD, TRQ, and SPP while drilling,
tripping or back reaming in any type of well to identify
key signatures of impending stuck pipe. The system keeps
a log of all stuck pipe signals as so-called observations
during different drilling activities and the corresponding
depths which could be used to gauge the hole condition with time. As drilling progresses with cumulative
observations, the stuck pipe severity indices increase,
leading to the generation of alerts, which will prompt
the driller or engineer to activate mitigating strategy to
avert a stuck pipe incident.

Drilling Parameters Trend Analysis
A major factor in successfully drilling a well, free of a stuck
pipe incident, is the ability to critically and continuously
monitor multiple drilling and tripping parameter trends
for early detection of abnormalities. A trend is defined
as the direction of change of one parameter with respect
to another in relation to a reference point.
Deploying machine learning in drilling parameter
trend analysis has become increasingly popular due to
its obvious advantages over human limitations in simultaneous multiple parameters trend analysis, which occurs
as a results of short memory span, short attention and
concentration span, crew and shift changes, deducing
subtle but critical changes in parameters and their relationships, which are often not linear, etc. Machine learning approaches also offers automated solutions to these
limitations, and with artificial intelligence, can adapt
human knowledge to mitigate stuck pipe occurrences.
In trend analysis, it is not so much the value of any of
the parameters that matters. It is the direction of change
in one of these parameters with respect to others. Trend
analysis is relational; therefore, it must involve at least
two parameters.
Analysis of Surface Drilling Parameters

Understanding the relationship and expected behavior
of some key surface drilling mechanics parameters is a
necessity in analyzing wellbore condition in real-time.
The general practice is for an optimization engineer to
develop a torque and drag simulation model simulating
the HKLD and TRQ over measured depth, based on a
specific BHA, mud rheology, and wellbore trajectories.
The methodology being proposed in this work, however,
does not negate the importance of simulation models, but
rather would complement it in proactively identifying
an anomaly in wellbore condition and mitigate a stuck
pipe incident before it occurs.
An increase or decrease in friction of the drillstring
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lowered into the wellbore can be identified through the
real-time trend of the measured HKLD, as it is much
more important to monitor the trend of the HKLD development than to compare it to one specific calculated ideal
value4. This is because it is more difficult to define what an
expected “normal” HKLD is due to various interacting
dynamic forces acting on the drillstring. The simulation
calculated the maximum and minimum HKLD while
pulling out of the hole (POOH) and running in the hole
(RIH), respectively. Differential sticking can easily be
detected when the out-of-slips HKLD trend is tracked
for both POOH and RIH. Among other signals, a classic
warning sign of impending differential stuck pipe is that
the out-of-slips HKLD peak will show a continuously
increasing trend from one connection to the next during
the drilling operation.
The surface TRQ also responds to a worsening hole
condition in a similar fashion. The same procedures and
principle are applicable for the surface TRQ. Another
classical signature of potential differential sticking is
a spike in TRQ after a period of non-pipe movement.
Additionally, the increasing off bottom rotary TRQ
could also be an indication of increasing friction in the
hole due to poor hole cleaning or tight hole conditions.
Being able to track these automatically gives the driller
or engineer an advantage of proactive remedial action
to prevent a stuck pipe.

Detecting a Developing Stuck Pipe during
Drilling
For proper trend analysis while the drilling operation
is ongoing, it is important to monitor the pickup and
slack off weights without rotation. These values can
normally be measured before breaking the stand for
a new connection. To judge the downhole situation, it
is much better to use HKLDs from string movements
without rotation, because this is when the full friction
is acting against the axial movement and its influence
on the HKLD is at its maximum.
Mechanical Sticking Mechanism

A major problem in deviated, extended reach drilling
and horizontal sections is the buildup of a cuttings bed in
the annulus. A persistent increase in friction — until the
string is stuck and the hole is lost — is the resultant effect
of the cuttings bed build up, due to poor hole cleaning.
This unwanted situation can be detected early by constant, automated, real-time monitoring and analysis of
the trend of the measured HKLD, TRQ, and SPP for
successive stands drilled. This will enable the drilling
team to activate mitigating countermeasures early to
avoid the potential costly lost time due to a preventable
stuck pipe.
Differential Sticking Mechanism

Differential pipe sticking tendency is the increase of the
friction between the drillstring and the wellbore wall due
to high overbalance pressure between the hydrostatic and
formation pressure. This results in increased forces acting
on the drillstring against the wellbore. As previously
described, the sticking tendency increases over time, and
therefore, a differential stuck pipe situation may emerge
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over hours. It can be detected early by monitoring the out
of slip pickup weights during connections in real time.
This monitors the increasing trend of the inertial of the
drillpipe after a period of non-movement.
Automating this process will help the drillers and engineers to identify early the trend of increasing out of
slips weights, and therefore, proactively mitigate the
impending stuck pipe. A classic signature of increasing
inertial to movement, is the spike in TRQ when rotation
is established after a period of non-movement of the
drilling strings.

Detecting a Developing Stuck Pipe during
Tripping
A tripping operation can be defined as the operations
involved in moving the BHA in or out of a hole that has
been drilled. This could either be RIH to resume drilling
and condition the hole; or POOH to change the BHA
and wipe the hole after drilling. Monitoring the evolution
of friction by using the torque and HKLD trend while
tripping will provide insights into the wellbore condition
in terms of aging, and the worsening of trouble zones.
Some of the major stuck pipe causative agents that can
be identified during tripping operations includes, but is
not limited to the following: development of ledges, key
seats, and tight holes.
Ledges occurred while drilling through alternating
hard and soft formations, and naturally fractured formations. Stabilizers in the BHA and tool joint easily
wear through soft formations and naturally fractured
formations while the hard formations remain engaged.
Classic identification of ledges during a tripping operation
is the cyclic erratic overpull observed when tripping in
or out of the hole and during connections, sudden set
down (decrease in HKLD) as the drillstring or casing
runs into a ledge while RIH. The trend of these HKLD
readings over several trips is of great interest as it provides a visual impression of the evolution of the ledges
over time. This gives the driller an advance warning to
activate a mitigation strategy.
Keyseats occur as drillstrings cut into the formation
due to an increase in side forces at areas of high doglegs
or ledges. During tripping operations, the development
of key seats can be monitored, especially at intervals of
potential formation of key seats. Classic signatures of a key
seat include an increase in TRQ and drag while drilling
or tripping. Cyclic drag can happen while tripping as
there may be overpull spikes when tool joints are pulled
through keyseats. A progressive increase in overpull on
subsequent trips through the same interval of the hole
is a confirmation of a developed keyseat 5.
Tight hole problems related to the formation as a result
of wellbore instabilities closes the annulus around the
drillstring; this is quite similar to forming a keyseat.
When tripping through the same formation, the HKLD
behavior is such that it is lower than normal when RIH,
and if overpull is encountered while POOH, then the
formation should be closely monitored. Aging of the
wellbore, if no remedial action is taken, worsens the situation. The solution may be to ream this formation until
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the HKLD is back to normal when tripping through the
formation or revise the mud weight for wellbore stability.
An intelligent system can automatically track and
analyze parameter trends, alert the driller or drilling
engineer early so that countermeasures can be taken
before the string gets stuck.

Data Description and Selection
Utilization of sensor technology in the drilling industry
has enabled the collection of real-time drilling parameter
data and has made so many analyses possible, be it during
execution or post well analysis. For instance, the state of
the drilling operation could be autonomously communicated remotely to concerned parties on a per second
basis; it is also a foundation for autonomous drilling.
Saudi Aramco has been an industry leader in the use of
real-time drilling data for optimal well placement, improving drilling efficiency, reducing operational risk and
optimizing drilling processes. The drilling real-time data
hub is the WITSML Oracle database, which has been
populated with data from thousands of wells since 20086.
Historical real-time drilling parameter data from 10
wells, where five of them had a stuck pipe incident of
different mechanisms, were collected from the drilling
real-time data hub. The data quality of the wells were
categorized as good to excellent based on the following
criteria: “completeness (the degree to which each sensor
data point contains the expected readings), sensibility (the
degree to which the sensor reading values conform to certain quality thresholds), uniformity (the degree to which
the streamed volume of sensor data points is consistent
over time), and structure (the degree to which streamed
data points conform to an agreed upon structure)”6 .
For versatility, the alerting system is being designed
to cater for different well and rig types provided, even
if only “critical” drilling parameter streams are available. There are many parameters to consider in drilling,
but the most important parameters with respect to our
study are: HKLD, hook block height (HKHT), rotary
speed per minute (RPM), TRQ, SPP, flow rate, rate of
penetration, weight on bit, hole depth, bit depth, hole
inclination, and dogleg severity (DLS).

Methodology
In this section, the overall methodology of the developed
model will be highlighted and the underlying components will be further explained in subsequent sections.
Model Flowchart

Figure 1 illustrates the stuck pipe model’s flowchart. Once
real-time data is generated, it will be processed by the
rig state identification method and produce appropriate
codes for the current state. In addition, records with
nonphysical parameters or out of range values will be
marked as invalid parameters and are excluded from
any further calculations. Afterwards, an algorithm to
find the next pickup point after a connection state will be
applied. Next, a number of algorithms will be executed to
look for different symptoms related to stuck pipe events.
If any defined symptoms are found, the model will produce an observation with a log summarizing underlying
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Fig. 1 Stuck pipe model flowchart.
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Fig. 1 Stuck pipe model flowchart.
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In this work, the presented method evaluates the pickup weight right after each drillpipe connection as an
indicator of some types of potential hole troubles. This
task requires a precise identification for the end of the
connection operation. For this, a rig state identification
method is used7, 8 . Since most rig state identification methods decode the operation at a microscale level, i.e., each
transmitted WITSML record is evaluated independently
from existing records.
Due to this low level of classification, these methods
can have a high level of noise in which some non-connection operations are classified as a connection, and a
true connection operation might contain non-connection
operation records in between. To overcome this problem,
we enhance the accuracy of the rig state identification
method by applying a change point detection algorithm9
to the identified rig states.
The change point detection algorithm uses two sliding
windows of equal length, then, using a distribution divergence distance measure we evaluate the distance between
the data within these sliding windows using Eqn. 1:

𝑑𝑑! = ∑|𝑐𝑐"# − 𝑐𝑐$# |

(1)

1

“connection” code. Assuming that the BHA is fixed,
the pump flow rate is fixed at a certain level, the pipe
is rotating at a certain level (RPM is fixed), and we are
tripping on a vertical well.
The HKLD readings at subsequent pickup points will
increase at a certain
ratePoint
due toDetection
adding one stand at a
Change
time, and vice versa while tripping out. What is more,
HKLD readings for a horizontal well will be less compared to a vertical one due to gravity forces. Figure 3
is an example of identified pickup points for the given
HKLD points.
HKLD at Pickup Points Symptoms

The
behavior
points usually
𝑑𝑑! =
∑|𝑐𝑐"# −of𝑐𝑐the
(1)
$# | HKLD at pickup
follows Eqn. 2:
HKLDtn = HKLDtn–1 ± 𝑥𝑥

(2)

2

where
HKLDt
tn HKLD
~ RIGTIMEt
tn current pickup
(3) point
HKLDt
:n–10:
The
reading
n–10:at
n
at time, tn
HKLDtn–1 : The HKLD reading at a previous pickup
point at time, tn–1
x: The change rate, positive and negative rates refer to
tripping in and out, respectively.
The
𝑑𝑑! =model
∑|𝑐𝑐"# will
− 𝑐𝑐$#take
| some time initially
(1) to learn the
block weight position at the connection times and identify the first 10 pickup points. Then, it will implement
HKLDtregression
(2)on the last 10
a HKLDt
movingn =
window
algorithm
n–1 ± 𝑥𝑥
HKLD readings Data
to learn
a
new
pattern
Point Index as:
HKLDtn–10:tn ~ RIGTIMEtn–10:tn

(3)

3

where c1 and c2 are the frequency of classification code where
Fig.
2 Change(2)point detection algorithm.
The black line is the input data stream, the green and blue
= HKLDt
± 𝑥𝑥 windows,
(i)HKLDt
in left nand
right n–1
sliding
respectively. The HKLDtn–10:tn : The HKLD readings for the last 10 pickup
boxes
are
the
right
and
left
sliding
window,
respectively, and the red line is the calculated distribution
change point detection algorithm will try to find the points at rig time, i.e., tn–10 , tn–9, …, tn
divergence
distance
for
data
from
both
sliding
windows evaluated at their adjacent point.
time point (t) that maximizes this value, Fig. 2.
RIGTIMEtn–10:tn : The rig time for the last 10 pickup
HKLDtn–10:tn ~ RIGTIMEtn–10:tn
(3)
points, i.e., tn–10 , tn–9, …, tn
Pickup Point Identification
The rig state provides operation code in real-time, including connection time. The model will capture HKLD
readings at the pickup points, i.e., points right after the

The idea here is to compute the HKLD change rate, x,
in real-time for the last 10 pickup points. Then, predict
the subsequent HKLD value (𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻
( % !!"#) )and compare it

Distribution Divergence

symptoms, which is visible to drilling engineers. The
model will calculate the stuck pipe probability based on
the presence of one or more observations. Eventually,
an alert will be generated if the stuck pipe probability
exceeds certain thresholds, taking into consideration
the frequency of such symptoms in a given time frame
and the type of current rig state.
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with the upcoming pickup point, HKLDtn+1. Afterwards,
the model will identify if the actual reading exceded a
certain threshold, e.g., 10% of the estimated one.

recent points will have a similar angle. In addition, the
time series is re-initialized automatically whenever there
is a change in the RPM, and the flow in rate.

By doing so, this will handle the trajectory factor since

Another symptom, i.e., the HKLD inverse direction,

Fig. 2 Change point detection algorithm. The black line is the input data stream, the green and blue boxes are the right and left sliding window, respectively,
and the red line is the calculated distribution divergence distance for data from both sliding windows evaluated at their adjacent point.

Fig. 3 The identification of the pickup points and the corresponding HKLD readings.
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HKLD (Klbf) vs. Rig Time

HKLD (Klbf) vs. Rig Time

Rig Time
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Color by:
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Fig. 3 The identification of the pickup points and the corresponding HKLD readings.
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can be identified by utilizing the slope of the moving
window regression. For example, the HKLD value usually
decreases during the tripping out activity. Subsequently,
if it started to be flat or even increase, this might indicate
an over pull. In this case, the model will indicate this
abnormality when the slope is different than expected,
i.e., in this case, a non-negative slope value.
HKLD Spikes between Connections Symptom

HKLD (Klbf)

The HKLD usually settles to a certain level between
HKLD (Klbf) vs. Rig Time
two connections. The model will look for spikes where
it will exceed a certain threshold percentage in either
direction. Each point in the current interval will be
compared to the HKLD level at the previous interval
by computing a median statistic. The median value has
an advantage over the simple average since it will not
be affected by outliers.
Figure 4 is an example of the HKLD jumps. Once the
HKLD spike is detected, a summary of this symptom
will be recorded for further analysis.
Non-Smooth HKHT Symptom

HKLD (Klbf)

The HKHT movement
should be smooth while tripping
HKLD (Klbf) vs. Rig Time
in general. There are many reasons why the HKHT is not
smooth, some of which may or may not contribute to stuck
pipe. Examples include: going back and forth while RIH
or POOH, performing hole cleaning activities, or even
staying stationary. Therefore, a symptom is considered
to identify such cases where it will be significant only
if it occurs simultaneously with other symptoms. Two
regression models were utilized to analyze the smoothness
of the HKHT between two connections at a time: one
considers the major activity only, e.g., tripping in, and
the other considers all activities, including the major one.
In case there are no minor activities, both models will
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have a similar slope. In case there are other activities
along with the major one, the two slopes will significantly
differ, thereby indicating non-smoothness in the HKHT.
Figure 5 shows an example of the non-smooth HKHT
movement detected by the model.
SPP Increase Symptom

Part of the model objective is to capture sudden changes
in the trend of the SPP. This is achievable by monitoring
the change in the trend of the SPP along with the corresponding flow rate parameters over time. The model will
track a moving window of recent SPP values and predict
the next SPP value using linear regression with a defined
envelope. If the new actual value exceeds the envelope,
then the model will check for the flow rate behavior. If
it also had sudden changes, it will capture it as normal,
otherwise, it will be recorded as an observation. With
this observation, potential park-off tendency in a well
can be detected early.
TRQ Spikes Symptom

In this symptom, we monitor a moving window of recent TRQRig
changes
Timeright after connection and when the
RPM is on. By doing so, this will help track the trend
of string movement inertia. Afterwards, the next TRQ
value is predicted with a defined envelope using linear
regression, and is compared with upcoming actual value.
This inertia provides an indication of increasing friction
in the well and drilling string resistance to move after a
period of non-movement. If the new value exceeds the
envelope, it will be marked as an observation. Evolving
differential sticking tendency and poor hole cleaning
can be detected and addressed early with this symptom.
DLS Indicator

Time
Usually, a Rig
survey
is taken at every one stand to measure

Fig. 3 The identification of the pickup points and the corresponding HKLD readings.
Fig. 4 An identified system alert for increasing the overpull after connections and HKLD jumps between the connections.
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Fig. 4 An identified system alert for increasing the overpull after connections and HKLD jumps between
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Fig. 5 Typical HKHT, HKLD, and HKHT non-smooth behavior symptoms of a hole condition during tripping or drilling operations, detected by the model.
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Color by:
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Fig. 5 Typical HKHT, HKLD, and HKHT non-smooth behavior symptoms of a hole condition during
different parameters, including DLS, azimuth, and in- non-increasing HKLD (increasing set down weight),
tripping or drilling operations, detected by the model.
clination at a given measured depth. A high DLS, above HKLD spikes, non-smooth HKHT, and TRQ spikes
about 3° value, can be problematic, and especially while right after positive RPM and high DLS. Then, sympconducting tripping activities if it is not consistent with toms with higher importance are given larger weights.
planned DLS. The model will generate an observation Stuck Pipe Alert
Tripping Out Tripping In Drilling
whenever drillpipe bit Symptom/Activity
depth is within one stand and a
pipe probability—
is estimated —
based on
increasehigh
at pickup
points Now, the stuck0.20
half in either direction HKLD
of any identified
DLS point.
the
aggregation
of
the
weighted
sum
of
simultaneously
HKLDthe
inverse
direction size
—
0.20
—
This will take into account
BHA component’s
observed symptoms.
raised
or generbetween
connections
0.20 An alert is therefore
0.30
0.25
and length, in additionHKLD
to anyspikes
uncertainty
in the
DLS
ated if the aggregate
exceeds a certain
threshold.
In this
HKHT
is
non-smooth
0.10
0.10
—
value in between the survey points.
study,
an
aggregate
of
0.60
was
used
to
raise
an
SPP increase while flow rate is steady
0.20
—
0.25alert.
Stuck Pipe ProbabilityTRQ spikes as RPM is switched on
0.20
0.30
0.25
After analyzing the observed
DLS symptoms along with their Cases and Discussions
0.10
0.10
0.25
to demonstrate
Total
1.00are hereby presented
1.00
1.00
descriptive summary, the
stuck pipe probability is cal- Four case studies
culated based on the current operation, and the sum of the ability of the model/system to differentiate early
symptoms
impending
the assigned
to the that
observed
symptoms.
Tableweights
1 Weights
can be
used to calculatewarning
the probability
of of
a stuck
pipe.stuck pipe. It further
demonstrates the fact that most stuck pipes are preventTo come up with the stuck pipe probability, the different
able if detected early enough and if a mitigation strategy
symptoms previously described are assigned weights
is deployed on time.
based on the prevalent rig activity at the time the observations were logged. These weightings can be obtained Case 1
statistically based on the frequency of the appearance of In this case, archived real-time data from Well-A was
each symptom. In this study, we have assigned weight- ran through the model in a playback mode. Well-A was
ings to each symptom based on their importance to known to have a mechanical stuck pipe. As can be seen
identifying potential stuck pipe within the prevailing rig in Fig. 6, the model generated several observations set to
activity, Table 1. For example, while tripping in activity, be detectable by the model while RIH with a new BHA.
the relevant combination of stuck pipe symptoms are: The severity and probability of the stuck pipe shows an
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Table 1 Weights that can be used to calculate the probability of a stuck pipe.

Symptom/Activity

Tripping Out

Tripping In

Drilling

0.20

—

—

—

0.20

—

HKLD spikes between connections

0.20

0.30

0.25

HKHT is non-smooth

0.10

0.10

—

SPP increase while flow rate is steady

0.20

—

0.25

TRQ spikes as RPM is switched on

0.20

0.30

0.25

DLS

0.10

0.10

0.25

Total

1.00

1.00

1.00

HKLD increase at pickup points
HKLD inverse direction

Fig. 6 Two stuck pipe alerts with high probability prior to an incident in Well-A. Highlighted abnormalities included a high DLS value, and an overpull of more
than 25 Klbf than the previous HKLD level while RIH.

ꟷ Depth (ft), ꟷ Bit Depth (ft) vs. Rig Time

HKHT (ft) vs. Rig Time

HKLD (Klbf) vs. Rig Time

DLS vs. Rig Time

STKP_PROB vs. Rig Time

Color by:
STKP_ALERT
Max (1)
Min (0)

TRQ (Kft.lbf) vs. Rig Time

RPM vs. Rig Time

SPP (psi) vs. Rig Time

Flow Rate (gpm) vs. Rig Time

Rig Time
Fig. 6 Two stuck pipe alerts with high probability prior to an incident in Well-A. Highlighted abnormalities
included a high DLS value, and an overpull of more than 25 Klbf than the previous HKLD level while RIH.
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increasing trend as we approach the stuck point.
Two alerts were generated by the system prior to the
stuck pipe incident. Although these alerts were in retrospect, they were generated in playback mode of the
real-time data, meaning that if this model was deployed
during the execution of the well, it would have spotted
the anomalous trend and alerted the concerned parties
to take mitigating actions to avert the stuck pipe incident,
thereby saving the operator costly NPT.
Case 2

In the second example, archived real-time surface drilling data from Well-B was ran through the model, also
in a playback mode. Just as in the first case presented,
several observations were made with varying degrees
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of severity based on the aggregate weights of the observations. The major activity in this well was also RIH
after a bit change.
Figure 7 shows an alert was generated prior to the
stuck pipe incident, which further demonstrated that this
incident was preventable if detected early and mitigating
strategy was timely deployed.
Case 3

In this example, the archived real-time data from WellC was also ran through the model. In this particular
case, after drilling to the casing point and circulating
the hole clean, the POOH was slick and the system did
not generate any false alerts. As can be seen in Fig. 8,
some valid observations of DLS and non-smoothness of

Fig. 7 A stuck pipe alert with high probability prior to the incident in Well-B. The highlighted abnormalities included high DLS value, and a non-increasing
HKLD value compared to previous levels while RIH.

ꟷ Depth (ft), ꟷ Bit Depth (ft) vs. Rig Time

HKHT (ft) vs. Rig Time

HKLD (Klbf) vs. Rig Time

DLS vs. Rig Time

STKP_PROB vs. Rig Time

TRQ (Kft.lbf) vs. Rig Time

RPM vs. Rig Time

SPP (psi) vs. Rig Time

Flow Rate (gpm) vs. Rig Time

Rig Time
Fig. 7 A stuck pipe alert with high probability prior to the incident in Well-B. The highlighted abnormalities
included high DLS value, and a non-increasing HKLD value compared to previous levels while RIH.
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Fig. 8 Well-C is used as an example for a control case.

ꟷ Depth (ft), ꟷ Bit Depth (ft) vs. Rig Time

HKHT (ft) vs. Rig Time

HKLD (Klbf) vs. Rig Time

DLS vs. Rig Time

STKP_PROB vs. Rig Time

TRQ (Kft.lbf) vs. Rig Time

RPM vs. Rig Time

SPP (psi) vs. Rig Time

Flow Rate (gpm) vs. Rig Time

Rig Time
Fig. 8 Well-C is used as an example for a control case.

HKHT were made, but no abnormal trend in HKLD
or TRQ were seen simultaneously. Therefore, based on
the weightings of the symptoms, the aggregate sum was
not enough to generate an alert.
We have used this case along with others as a control
and measure of reliability for the alerting system so as to
reduce the generation of false alerts as much as possible.
Case 4

The fourth case presented was Well-D, which had a
differential stuck pipe after spending excess time in slips
during connection. The archived real-time data of the
well was run in playback mode through the model to see
if classic warning signs of differential stuck pipe were
present before the incident occurred. The system generated three alerts and several observations, which included

spikes in TRQ, associated with the initial rotation after
connections of more than three stands prior to the stuck
incident, Fig. 9.
There were also simultaneous overpull corresponding
to these observations. The aggregate sum of these simultaneous observations may not reach the threshold to send
alerts, therefore it is important to know the prevailing
stuck pipe risk and adjust the weighting accordingly. For
instance, if we know we are drilling with high overbalance
across permeable zones, we are prone to differential
sticking and can therefore increase the weightings of the
corresponding symptoms so as not to miss early alerts.

Conclusions and Recommendations
We have presented a methodology using the moving
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Fig. 9 Three stuck pipe alerts with high probability generated prior to the incident in Well-D. Classic signatures of differential stuck pipe tendency were
captured prior to the stuck pipe incident while drilling.

ꟷ Depth (ft), ꟷ Bit Depth (ft) vs. Rig Time

HKHT (ft) vs. Rig Time

HKLD (Klbf) vs. Rig Time

DLS vs. Rig Time

STKP_PROB vs. Rig Time

TRQ (Kft.lbf) vs. Rig Time

RPM vs. Rig Time

SPP (psi) vs. Rig Time

Flow Rate (gpm) vs. Rig Time

Rig Time
Fig. 9 Three stuck pipe alerts with high probability generated prior to the incident in Well-D. Classic
signatures of differential stuck pipe tendency were captured prior to the stuck pipe incident while drilling.

window linear regression approach to capture and monitor the trend of drilling parameters directed at capturing classic warning signatures of stuck pipe. As a well
is being drilled, it is believed to be communicating its
condition to the driller. The model presented in this
study has demonstrated that listening to the well can be
automated and early warning signs of stuck pipe can be
deciphered from the drilling parameters.
In the case studies presented, several warning signatures were picked and alerts raised before the stuck pipes
occurred. Consequently, as historical data were used
in playback mode for this study, the same approach is
applicable for real-time well monitoring. For operational
reasons, one or two of the alerts captured in this study

were false; nonetheless, the model shows an overall promising result with a precision of 0.67, and a sensitivity of
0.8 for the 10 wells used to prove this concept.
As every well is unique in design and complexity, so
also will their stuck pipe mechanism risk factors differ.
When drilling through depleted zones, differential stuck
pipe risk factors are high, therefore, the weighting for
the symptoms that aids in the early detection of differential stuck pipe should be higher. In extended reach
drilling, symptoms that detects poor hole cleaning may
have higher weightings. Therefore, knowledge of the
uniqueness of the well is important in deploying and
adapting the methodology hereby presented.
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In our future work, this approach will be further enhanced by refining existing symptoms, including more
symptoms and scenarios, and optimizing the model performance for real-time deployment, which will eventually
help reduce the uncertainty of stuck pipe probability.
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Clay Typing from Downhole Array Electromagnetic
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Abstract /

The amount and type of clays in reservoirs have a significant impact on formation evaluation and reservoir performance studies. Currently, clay typing requires either reservoir cores for laboratory analysis
or advanced logs such as elemental spectral mineralogy (ESM) logs, both are available in only a small
fraction of wells drilled. In this study, we will explore a possibility of using commonly measured logs to
estimate clay volumes. Specifically, the logs used for the study are formation resistivity (RT), total formation porosity (PHIT), and gamma ray (GR). Since there are no known relationships relating these
logs with clay volume, machine learning has been used for data analysis and parameter prediction. This
is followed by exploring the possibilities of using array induction resistivity measurements to classify clay
types downhole.
An important property of clay minerals is their ability to adsorb ions on their exposed surface, which
is measured by its cation exchange capacity (CEC). We have developed a method of using induction
resistivity data to extract CEC downhole, and display as depth profiles. There are four major types of
clays commonly encountered in the oil fields: Kaolinite, chlorite, illite, and smectite, with their CEC
values ranging from low to high.
Since each type of clay has its own CEC value, a synthetic CEC depth profile for any clay can be
constructed if its volume fraction is known. On the other hand, CEC derived from the downhole resistivity data represents the combined effects of all the clay types presented in the formation being surveyed.
By comparing the resistivity-based CEC profile with the synthetic ones, it is possible to define a volume
fraction for each clay type, for the purpose of clay typing.
On the other hand, based on a previous developed method, total CEC representing the combined
effects of all clays can be extracted from induction resistivity logs. By comparing the resistivity-based
measured total CEC with the synthetic type curves, clay typing from downhole induction resistivity
measurements is achieved. A workflow was developed for the application.
The proposed methodology was tested on the logs from six wells. The results indicated that RT, PHIT,
and GR logs have strong correlations with clay volume and the model trained with these logs could be
used to predict clay volumes for blind data sets. The workflow for clay typing was tested on the logs from
two wells with positive results.

Introduction
Proper assessment of a reservoir requires accurate petrophysical evaluation of the reservoir. For example, any misinterpretation of porosity and saturation can have a larger impact on reservoir productivity and overall recovery.
The presence of clay minerals are key factors affecting the proper evaluation of shaly reservoirs and the accurate
determination of true reservoir saturation. Extensive studies regarding the effects of clays on the resistivity log
response have been conducted over the past several decades1-4. It was found that the cation exchange capacity
(CEC) values directly correlate with the clay type and content. Therefore, an accurate determination of formation
CEC values is needed to properly estimate the water saturation.
A previous study demonstrated that the CEC values can be extracted from induction resistivity logs5-7. This work
was primarily based on the theory of interfacial polarization commonly observed on clay grains coated by an
electrical double layer and immersed in an electrolyte. The electrical double layer comprises the Stern layer and
the diffuse layer. A complex conductivity was introduced to describe roles played by both layers. The in-phase and
quadrature conductivities are strongly correlated with saturation and CEC values. By calculating in-phase and
quadrature conductivities from the induction resistivity logs, both the saturation and CEC values can be estimated.
Clay in the rocks can affect different log readings. For example, the presence of hydrogen associated with the
clay can greatly increase the apparent neutron log porosity, and therefore, the formation’s total porosity (PHIT)
as determined from the density neutron cross plot, if the clay effect is not corrected. Clay minerals can alter the
formation resistivity (RT) such that a direct application of the Archie model yields an apparently high water

3

saturation. In addition, gamma ray (GR) logs are affected
by the presence of clays.
Although the existence of clays affects all the above-mentioned noted logs, there are no established relationships
linking RT, PHIT, and GR with clay volume. Therefore,
machine learning techniques were evaluated to explore
possible relationships. The logs from six wells were
used to demonstrate the applications of the proposed
methodology.
Elemental spectral mineralogy (ESM) logs from the
same wells were used as references for the total clay
volume. Then, a supervised machine learning technique
— using an artificial neural network (ANN) — was
performed, which demonstrated a clear correlation between the RT, PHIT, and GR with clay volume for the
test data sets. The trained model was used to predict the
clay volume for blind data sets.
For clay typing, a calculated CEC is a key input. The
clay minerals most commonly encountered in reservoir
rocks are kaolinite, chlorite, illite, and smectite, each
having a well-defined CEC value. Subsequently, reservoir
rock rarely contains only one type of clay, but typically
has a mix of different clay minerals. Therefore, the goal
of the clay typing in this study is to define a volume
fraction for each clay mineral.
The CEC values calculated from resistivity logs and
total clay volume estimated from the RT, PHIT, and
GR logs are used to constrain and classify volume fraction for each clay mineral. With the help of a pattern
recognition technique, the volume fraction for each clay
mineral can be defined. A workflow was developed and
tested on the logs from two wells with the final results
comparing favorably with the ESM log answers.

Methodology
In this section, first, the details of how to extract CEC
values from the induction resistivity logs are summarized. Then, methodologies of using machine learning
techniques to explore possible correlations between
the RT, PHIT, and GR logs with total clay volume are
demonstrated. Finally, the calculated CEC values and
total clay volume are used to define the volume fraction
for each clay mineral.
Determine CEC Values from Resistivity Logs

The electrical property of a formation with clay inclusion
is best described by a complex conductivity:
(1)

𝜎𝜎 = 𝜎𝜎 ! + 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 "

1

where
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sR
(X) components of the total formation conductivity,
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Induction logs measure formation conductivity and
are
seffwidely available in exploration and development
wells. For clay-free formations, the calculated conduceeff can be used to compute water saturations with
tivity
the commonly used Archie’s equation8; however, for a
formation
with clays,
the interpretation process becomes
sR =more
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(4)

This is a result of a net negative surface charge caused
by their platy structure and by isomorphous substitution
within the lattice frame. Clearly, this clay effect needs to
be considered in formation evaluation. As extensions of
Archie’s equation, two commonly used shaly sand models
are the Waxman-Smits model1 and the dual water model2, both incorporating a CEC parameter to account for
the surface
charges
of clay minerals in a porous media.
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In this study, the possibility of using commonly available
log measurements to estimate clay volumes is explored.
The logs employed are RT, PHIT, and GR. Each of these
logs can be affected by the presence of clay minerals;
however, there is no known relationship to evaluate the
correlations between them. This is an ideal case for testing
and applying machine learning techniques. The ANN
is used to explore possible relationships between the
RT, PHIT, and GR logs (predictors) with clay volume
(target). More importantly, it will be very interesting to
find out if the model defined by an ANN can be used
for predictions on blind data sets.
ANNs are a common technique among the machine
learning tools to analyze and solve complex problems, i.e.,
classification and regression. The concept of an ANN,
which has found useful application in function regression,
is an adaptation of the interconnection of brain neurons
to a machine, for the nonlinear mapping of input to
output10. The ANN architecture, consisting of an input

layer, a hidden layer, activation function, and output
sR =controls
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six wells located in different oil fields. Table 1 lists the
detailed information regarding the logs and data points
forswthe six wells. The processed logs — RT, PHIT, and
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rg — were selected as predictors. ESM measurements
from the same wells are used to estimate clay volumes,
-m* used as targets for supervised machine trainwhich
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process. To ensure consistency among the logs,
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Table 1 Well data used for machine learning.
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Table 1 Well data used for machine learning.
Fig. 1 The processed logs used for model training. Data are normalized to within a range of -1 and +1.

Fig. 1 The processed logs used for model training. Data are normalized to within a range of -1 and +1.
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where
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where WT is the total clay weight fraction, and WC , WI ,
WK , and WS are the clay weight fractions for chlorite,
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where Xpre denotes the output values of the trained model
and Xave represents the average output values, index k
represents the RT, PHIT, and GR. lnpk,j is the jth value
of the kth input and lnpavg,k is the average value of the
kth input. A larger value of fr between a predictor and
output indicates that the output is highly dependent on
the predictor.
The ANN model trained with the above-mentioned
data sets was built using the MATLAB computing platform. The normalized data were then randomized and
segregated into a partition of training (70%), validation
(15%), and testing (15%). Data randomization was done to
ensure fair representation of the data sets in the training,
validation, and testing partition.
This step is considered an optimization problem with
an object function defined by the standard least-square
method. To minimize the object function, the weights
for all the neurons are updated based on the LevenbergMarquardt backpropagation. The validation of the data
was performed to ensure that the model did not over fit the
data. The final assessments of the model’s performance
were represented by R and MSE.

typing. Therefore,
(8) there are four unknowns (VC, V I, V K,
VS) in Eqns. 9, 10, and 11, which do not have a unique
solution. A possible way to solve this problem is to use
pattern recognition. We pre-assume a volume range for
each clay mineral, and allow a small volume incremental
within the range. As a result, there are many volume
selections for each clay mineral. For all four clay minerals,
there are a large number of possible combinations of the
volume fractions. Consequently, not all of the combinations are valid as they must satisfy the constraint of Eqn.
10. For those valid volume combinations, apparent CEC
values can be calculated using Eqn. 9, resulting in many
CEC depth profiles. Then, these CEC depth profiles are
compared against the one calculated from the resistivity
log — ground truth. An optimal CEC profile is defined
as the one closest to the ground truth, and the volume
fraction of each clay mineral is also determined. The
entire workflow is presented in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Workflow defining the volume fraction for each clay mineral.

Estimating Volume Fraction for Each Clay

Clay minerals may be grouped, on the base of molecular
structure and composition, into the four most commonly
encountered and representative groups: kaolinite, illite,
chlorite, and smectite. Although each clay group impacts formation conductivity differently, the fundamental mechanism is similar. Each clay type has different
characteristics, which is mostly translated to its CEC.
For a formation rock containing mixed clay minerals,
the apparent CEC can be calculated based on the below
mixing law:
CEC = WC × CECC + W1 × CEC1 +
W K × CECK + WS × CEC S

9
Fig. 2 Workflow defining the volume fraction for each clay mineral.

(9)
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Results and Discussion

volume (from RT, PHIT, and GR) and the true clay
volume (from ESM) are very good (R = 0.98), Fig. 4a.
Similarly, a high correlation (R = 0.97) is observed for
the testing data, Fig. 4b. This would suggest that the
RT, PHIT, and GR logs are good predictors, and that
the model trained based on these logs should be able
to predict the clay volume with high accuracy. This
observation is further confirmed with the plot in Fig.
5, which shows the data fit between the predicted outputs (black), and the targets (red). The majority of data
points fit very well, with a few outliers near the end of
the data records. The mean square error is very small:
0.015. To understand the relative importance of each
predictor, the fr defined in Eqn. 8 is plotted in Fig. 6.
It can be concluded that the porosity has the greatest
Fig. 2 Workflow defining the volume fraction for each clay mineral.
impact on the clay volume, and the GR has the second
greatest impact, followed by resistivity.
A total of 8,456 data points from six wells were pre-processed and trained using ANN. The training process was
repeated many times with different parameter settings to
ensure the optimal model was defined. To analyze the
training performance, a group of post-processing plots
are generated. The first plot is the error histogram, Fig.
3, which shows the difference between the targets and
the predicted outputs. The error has Gaussian distribution with a zero mean. There are no obvious biased
errors in the training, validation, and test process. The
cross plots of the predictions for training and testing
are presented in Fig. 4. It seems that the relationship
and degree of association between the predicted clay

Fig. 3 Error histogram for training, validation, and testing.

The model training appears very successful, as evidenced by all the post-processing plots. The next step
is to investigate if the successful model training can be
translated into a predicting power. A blind test was processed as follows:
• The model was re-trained with logs from only five
wells (Well-2 was dropped).
• The trained model was applied on the RT, PHIT,
and GR logs from Well-2 to predict clay volume.
• The predicted clay volume was compared with that
from the ESM.
The results are presented in Figs. 7a and 7b. As expected, both the correlation coefficient (R = 0.95) and the
data misfits (MSE = 0.05) are worse than the ones when
all the data were included. Subsequently, considering
that for this model training logs from Well-2 were never
used, and the remaining five wells are from different
fields, the results are considered acceptable. This model
training exercise demonstrates that the RT, PHIT, and
GR have good correlations with the clay volume. Since

Fig. 3 Error histogram for training, validation, and testing.
Fig. 4 The prediction of the training data (a), and the prediction of the testing data (b).

Fig. 4 The prediction of the training data (a), and the prediction of the testing data (b).
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Fig. 4 The prediction of the training data (a), and the prediction of the testing data (b).

Fig. 5 Data fit between the predicted outputs (black), and the
targets (red).

all of these logs are routinely acquired in oil fields, the
proposed method has the potential for development into
a practical application for clay volume evaluation.
Each oil field has its own unique geological structure
and conditions. The ANN model presented here is trained
with the data from the fields with similar geological
structures. For other fields, the model should be trained
with local logs. The fundamental difference between
a deterministic model and an ANN model is that the
former can be applied to practically any oil field, but
the latter must be trained for each field using local data.

Fig. 5

The clay typing is processed according to the workflow
presented in Fig. 2. Resistivity logs from two wells are
selected to test the workflow. The downhole CEC profile
was calculated from the resistivity data and used as a
constraint for Eqn. 9. The total clay volume predicted
using the ANN is used to constrain Eqn. 10. As a result, the volume fraction for each clay mineral in these
two wells is estimated based on pattern recognition. To
Data fit between the predicted outputs (black), and the targets
(red). the results, the volume fraction from the ESM
validate
logs is used as a benchmark.

Fig. 6 The relevancy factor (fr) of each predictor.

Figure 8 shows the results from the first well. There are
three different clay minerals in this well: illite, chlorite,
and kaolinite. The black line shows the volume factions
based on the ESM log, and the red line denotes the clay
volume fractions calculated using the workflow. While
the overall agreement is good, there are some discrepancies between the two estimations. This is especially
true for chlorite, as the estimation based on the workflow
is systematically higher than the one from the ESM.

There are only two clay minerals in the second well:
illite and chlorite. The results are presented in Fig. 9.
The two estimations have excellent agreements over the
entire depth section. The clay typing works very well for
this well. The overall results from these two test wells are
very encouraging, considering that the method based on
the workflow is very much different from the one based
on the ESM. It demonstrates that the proposed workflow
Fig. 6 The relevancy factor (fr) of each predictor.
Fig. 6 The relevancy factor (fr) of each predictor.

Fig. 7 The prediction of the training data (a), and the data fit between the predicted outputs (black) and targets (red) (b).

Fig. 7 The prediction of the training data (a), and the data fit between the predicted outputs (black) and
targets (red) (b).

Fig. 7 The prediction of the training data (a), and the data fit between the predicted outputs (black) and
targets (red) (b).
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can provide qualitative, even quantitative, analysis about
clay content. Furthermore, since the resistivity log is
widely available, this clay typing method may provide an
alternative and simple application for clay identification.

way for clay typing using commonly available logs. The
process includes two parts:

Conclusions

2. Identify each clay type and estimate its volume fraction.

The primary purpose of this study is to find a practical

The first task was accomplished using machine learning

1. Estimate the total clay volume from the RT, PHIT,
and GR logs.

Fig. 8 A comparison of the clay typing results between the ESM (black) and the workflow (red) for Well-1.

Fig. Fig.
8 A8comparison
ofofthe
resultsbetween
between
the
ESM
(black)
the workflow
(red)
A comparison
theclay
claytyping
typing results
the
ESM
(black)
and and
the workflow
(red) for
Wellf
Fig. 9 A comparison of the clay typing results between the ESM (black) and the workflow (red) for Well-2.

Fig. 9 A comparison of the clay typing results between the ESM (black) and the workflow (red) for Well
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techniques. An ANN was successfully used to train a
model, which can be used to predict the clay volume
with good accuracy.
The second task is only possible based on our previous work of using the resistivity logs to estimate the in
situ CEC values. A workflow was developed to estimate
the volume faction for each clay mineral, based on the
calculated CEC and total clay volume. Logs from two
wells were tested with generally positive results.
Although there are errors and uncertainty with the
proposed workflow, it does have the potential to become a useful method for clay typing, qualitatively, or
semi-quantitatively.
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Using “Digital Twin” of Coriolis Meters for
Multiphase Flow Measurement
Dr. Sakethraman Mahalingam and Dr. Muhammad Arsalan

Abstract /

Multiphase flow meters are often built based on one or many single-phase flow metering technologies.
Following the trend, Coriolis meters are being increasingly used in upstream applications in conjunction
with an independent water cut meter to measure multiphase flow. Coriolis meters are well-known for
fiscal metering applications as they offer unparalleled accuracy without having to input detailed information on the fluid being metered. They offer two distinct measurements: (1) density, and (2) mass flow
rate, which is often not possible with other metering technologies. Subsequently, under multiphase flow,
the biggest problem with liquid Coriolis meters is their tendency to stall when large amounts of gas flows
through them.
Many manufacturers over the last 10 years have developed techniques to adjust the drive gain to enhance the ability of these meters to handle increasing amounts of gas. There have also been several developments in using advanced signal processing and machine learning methods to help the meters to
self-calibrate and correct for the presence of gas. These methods range from a simple error analysis on
certain raw measurements to more sophisticated “digital twin” based concepts to simulate the behavior
of the Coriolis meter internally.
This article describes the concept of digital twin in detail and outlines the reasons for the superiority
of such an approach.

Introduction
Coriolis meters are used extensively in downstream oil and gas applications, such as fiscal metering, because the
technology offers measurement uncertainties that are fractions of 1%. In addition, the meters provide two measurements: (1) density, and (2) mass flow rate, and work without much information on the metered fluids, right out
of the box. As with other single-phase meters, Coriolis meters are being increasingly used in upstream applications,
where instead of being a single fluid, the metered fluid is a mixture of oil, water, and gas.
One of the popular uses of Coriolis meters is to infer the water fraction at the output of a separator where the
density measurement on the meter is translated into a water cut. This application is accomplished as there is very
little gas in the flow line. The technology has also been coupled with an independent water cut meter for full
multiphase measurements1. Consequently, Coriolis meters suffer from two main issues under multiphase flow:
(1) an inability to maintain tube vibrations safely, and (2) even if vibrations were kept up, there are big errors in
the measurement caused by the decoupling and compressibility of the gas phase2. The first issue has been largely
addressed with digital drive Coriolis meters3-5.
Multiphase meters are built combining several metering technologies, and consequently, suffer from the disadvantages of the constituent technologies. In fact, there are three main reasons why multiphase metering provides
almost the perfect use case for using data analytics techniques, especially digital twins.
First, there is a wealth of data from the set of sensors within the multiphase meter, and physics is only able to
explain some of the data. Second, while offline analysis of meter data often shows value in data analytics, the
computing power of the meters themselves are limited to utilize these techniques in real-time. In particular, the
digital twin technology enables the use of the toolkit used in the design of the meter in the interpretation of live
measurements. It may not be possible to integrate these tools into the meter, even if the computing power of the
meter was improved. Third, since the meter is often one of the sources of measurements for the operators, the
operator would be able to use data from the rest of the upstream infrastructure to build a complete model of the
well, field, and/or reservoir to achieve better allocation and reservoir management.

Coriolis Meters under Multiphase Flow
Within the Coriolis meter, the flow is often split into a pair of customized flow tubes, and the two tubes are vibrated at frequencies in the order of a few hundred Hz. There are two pickups, one at each end of the meter, that
measure the movement of the tubes continuously, Fig. 16-8. The resonant frequency of the tubes is altered due to
the presence of fluids within the tubes, and this relationship is used to measure the density of the fluid. The flow
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Fig. 1 Coriolis meter 7-9.

Fig. 1 Coriolis meter7-9.

of fluid causes an additional out-of-plane twist in the
tubes due to the Coriolis Effect. This results in a phase
shift between the two pickups and is used to measure
the mass flow rate of the fluid.
Under multiphase flow, specifically when liquids and
gas are flowing together, the center of mass of the fluid
within the tubes and the center of mass of the tubes
themselves are no longer coincident. This is one of the
assumptions built into the calibration of the meter, and
any deviation from this assumption causes errors in the
measured density and mass flow rate. There are two
main issues with entrained gas flowing through Coriolis
meters: (1) gas compressibility, and (2) phase decoupling2,
9
. Given that the Direction
gas is compressible,
of the movement of
the tubes can cause them to be squeezed against the
tube
motion
trailing wall of the
vibrating
tube, Fig. 2.

tube closely, leading to less errors. A higher viscosity
liquid keeps the lighter gas moving in synchronization
with the tube. Moreover, higher viscosities may cause
larger pressure drops across the Coriolis meter, which
may not be desirable10. Given that the viscosity of gas is
much lower than the liquid, it tends to decouple from
the induced vibration on the tube. The error caused by
the decoupling of the gas phase is lower for liquids with
a higher viscosity2, 9, 11.
In terms of operation, a Coriolis meter used for metering gas operates at a different frequency, power, and
measurement sensitivity, when compared to one used for
metering liquids. To make the Coriolis meter capable

Cen
mas

In extreme situations, a transverse acoustic mode of Fig. 2
bubble
vibration may be introduced — like a flexibleGas
hose shaking
as entrained gas comes out of the hose when
connected
compression
to the water tap. In this situation, the gas is traveling
back and forth within the tube walls and causes the hose
to shake. The frequency of the vibration imposed on the
tubes is often close to the natural frequency of the tube
itself, and in any case, this must be far away from the
frequency of such transverse acoustic modes as they can
lead to unsafe resonances in the system.

(a)

While the liquid may follow the tube in its motion, the
gas tends to decouple and stay suspended within the liquid, causing them to decouple from the tube vibrations.
The viscosity of the fluid affects the “coupling” between
the tube andFig.
fluid. Higher
are showing
better becausethe
2 A viscosities
diagram
the fluid tends to follow the vibration induced on the

and (b) decoupling.

A diagram showing the reaction of the gas due to movement of the tubes:
(a) gas compressibility, and (b) decoupling.

Cen
mas

(b)

reaction of the gas due to movement of the tubes: (a
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of metering multiphase flow, the meter must be able
to sustain vibrations and make valid measurements of
frequency and phase shift in the presence of gas, which
causes increased damping. Gas compression and decoupling increases energy dissipation due to damping1,
12
, and to keep the vibrations going, more energy must
be put into driving the meter — this is often referred to
as “drive gain”13.
If the Coriolis meter can maintain tube vibrations
and make valid measurements in the presence of gas,
the Coriolis meters may be “recalibrated” by testing
them extensively under multiphase flow. An analytical
framework to analyze the errors in a Coriolis meter with
entrained gas is described in Hemp and Kutin (1999)9.
According to this data, the errors in density and mass
flow rate for zero viscosity liquid aerated with zero density
gas are given by Eqns. 1 and 2. An interesting insight is
that the errors in a highly viscous liquid with entrained
gas is lower than in a less viscous liquid.
" $! % '
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where Ed = error in density, a = gas volume fraction, w1 =
actual resonance frequency of vibration for a two-phase
fluid, b = inner diameter of the flow tube, and c = speed
of sound in a two-phase fluid.
While experiments have been shown to follow the trend
given by Eqns. 1 and 2, there is not a 100% agreement.
Under these circumstances, using the theoretical error
model as a basis, a neural network model may be used
to pick up patterns in the data that cannot be fully explained by physics14.
In the field, the guidance given by manufacturers in
terms of orientation, entry and exit conditions are often
not fully followed, due to practical considerations in the
field. There is an effect of such deviations and it is almost
impossible to run calibration tests under every possible
circumstance encountered in the field.

Meter Diagnostics and Health Monitoring
Two developments for Coriolis meter diagnostics are
already available from manufacturers: (1) entrained
gas handling, and (2) tube health monitoring. Many
manufacturers seem to offer at least one of the two features. The entrained gas handling from Emerson Micro
Motion12 relies on using the drive gain as an indicator
of the presence of gas. This is then extended to use the
last known liquid density (when the drive gain was low)
to correct for the measurements when the gas is present.
This is an example of self-calibration and the meter
adapting to the flow. Endress + Hauser have developed
a dual frequency Coriolis meter, which claims to handle
entrained gas better than before15.
The health monitoring of the Coriolis meter tubes is
also an important feature. A meter operated at 100 Hz
may undergo over 8 million cycles in a day, albeit at
very low stress levels. In addition, corrosion, erosion,
scaling, and fouling are all possible when meters are used
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in upstream conditions, and therefore, it is important
to know the health of the flow tubes. Any change in
the mechanical structure of the meters causes not only
errors, but also has implications for safety.

Digital Twin Approach
The term “digital twin” has a wide range of meanings
where anything, from a prognostics based on a coupled
finite element model16, to the virtual simulation of an
aircraft engine. Definitions of digital twin from Grieves
and Vickers (2016)17, Glaessgen and Stargel (2012)18 , and
Fei et al. (2019)19 give us the three key ingredients: (1) the
real device, (2) the virtual device, and (3) the connection
between the two. The connection between the real and
virtual meter is the most important part of this approach.
Without that, most “offline” diagnostics used today may
be classified as digital twin. In these cases, the direction
of data travel is one-way, from the meter to the offline
model. Certain outcomes are diagnosed using the model
and in case of prognostics, a future path is predicted.
It is important to emphasize that the connection between the real and virtual device enables the real device
to alter its operation autonomously or semi-autonomously,
based on the feedback received from its digital twin and
vice versa, Fig. 3. In a sense, the self-calibration of the
Coriolis meter is one of the simplest examples of such a
change in operation — the meter deviates from its factory
calibration progressively based on actual measurements
in the field. Consequently, this may be based on a simple
routine embedded within the flow meter itself without
much consideration for all the measurements. A digital
twin is a much more comprehensive digital description
of the device and a decision to self-calibrate may be
arrived at by using many more measurements that are
processed through a comprehensive model of the device.
The digital twin may run at the flow meter or in the
cloud depending upon the computing resources, and the
speed at which operations may have to be altered in the
real device. The digital twin approach must enable data
going the other direction as well, so that the digital twin
may be altered. For example, erosion of the flow tubes in
the Coriolis meters may be measured either directly or
indirectly in the real device, and this information may be
used to alter the digital twin to correspond more closely
with the real device in the field. The digital twin may
then compute that the calibration of the meter needs to be
altered, and thereby communicate this to the real device.
The meter may now be operated in a different mode.
Installation conditions have a big effect on the flow
meter’s performance, but are often ignored. For example,
on a horizontal flow line, Coriolis meters must not be
installed in an “inverted U” position in liquid flow, as
even a small amount of gas in the meter can be locked
within the meter. The best position for a gas Coriolis
meter is for them to be installed in the “inverted U”
position, as any liquid is the flow would naturally fall out
of the meter due to gravity. Multiphase flow meters are
recommended to be installed in the vertically upward
flow, just after a blind-T junction to ensure homogeneity
of the flow. In other cases, there may be specifications
that require a certain amount of straight pipe run before
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Fig. 3 The digital twin approach to flow metering.

and/or after the meter, though such requirements are
almost never followed in real life. There are innumerable
scientific studies conducted on the installation effects of
standard flow meters like Venturi meters20. The learning
from such studies is not used extensively in multiphase
flow meters.
The digital twin approach can enable the operator
to capture installation conditions precisely. The digital
twin can include parts of the upstream and downstream
pipework and the orientation of the meter in the field.
The effect of multiphase flow on the meter can be more
closely modeled, and corrections to the measurements
may be provided.
A radical digital twin approach would be to design
the meter with a lot more flexibility in terms of gas handling with potentially other sensors integrated into the
meter to measure pressure before and after the meter.
This would mean that the meter would tune itself to
the process condition, and then have the possibility of
receiving additional input from a virtual or physical
meter elsewhere in the system.

Coriolis Meter “Twin” Modeling
The Coriolis meter calculates and reports the density
and mass flow rate as two independent measurements.
The two main measurements within the meter that correspond to the reported measurements are the frequency
and phase shift between the entry and exit pickups, respectively. Subsequently, there are other measurements
that have an indirect effect on the meter, such as the
temperature and the drive power needed to sustain the
vibrations.
These may not qualify to be “truly” independent measurements, but are nevertheless useful in diagnosing the
meter and its performance. There are several parameters
that are typically logged in a Coriolis meter13. Of course,

these are used indirectly to auto-correct meter readings.
There are three distinct approaches that may be taken
to model the Coriolis meter within the digital twin: (1)
analytical, (2) Timoshenko fluid conveying beam element,
or (3) full 3D finite element modeling. Analytical models21,
22
approximate the Coriolis flow tubes in terms of an
equivalent stiffness, damping, and mass. The density and
mass flow rate are related to the frequency and phase shift
in the meter by analytical equations. These equations
involve the use of corrections for the actual geometry
of the meter and the weight of the actuator and pickups
that are derived from experiments. These models were
useful 30 years ago when the cost of computing power
was prohibitive, and they do not fully lend themselves
to the digital twin paradigm that is based on abundant
computing power and good network connectivity.
The Timoshenko beam element approach pioneered
by Stack (1993)23 and later developed by Belhadj et al.
(2000)24, Cheesewright et al. (2003)25 and Wang et al.
(2006)26 offers the ability to look at the flow tubes in the
Coriolis meters in more detail. The effect of the actuator
mass, shear deformation of the tubes and calculation of
the actual centripetal and Coriolis forces is possible in
this approach. Although, the formulation depends on
the following assumptions: (a) the tube and the fluid are
perfectly coupled, (b) the fluid follows a plugging flow
profile, (c) the tubes can be approximated as several
straight segments joined together, and (d) space and time
variables are separable for the small time step causing
the stiffness and damping elements to be time dependent.
The assumption of perfect coupling between the tube
and the fluid may underestimate the rotational inertia of
the fluid. Therefore, the major effect of the fluid results
mostly in a change in the mass per unit length of the
beam element. In multiphase flow, it is possible to treat
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the fluid as a homogeneous mixture, but errors will be
much higher. The assumption of plug flow is valid for
single-phase flow, but under multiphase flow, the wavelength of flow pulsation may be shorter, and therefore, it
may require even smaller time steps while running the
finite element model.
The stiffness, damping, and mass elements in the
Timoshenko beam formulation depend on the length
of the element used. Curvature in the flow tubes will
require a nonuniform mesh. This may require additional
computing power to calculate and store a set of stiffness,
damping, and mass matrices for every length of the beam
element used in the model. Under multiphase flow, the
time step for computing the stiffness and damping elements may become unsustainably small — both from
computing power and validity perspectives.
The third approach is to use full finite element/volume
modeling of the Coriolis meter tubes that couple the
fluid elements to the tube’s solid elements while solving
them individually27. This approach is computationally intensive, but can accommodate a wide variety of
Coriolis meter designs and flow profiles within them.
It has been shown28 that this approach can be used to
examine installation effects through such modeling. It is
possible to tie installation effects via 1D pipe flow models before and after the Coriolis meter to fully capture
the installation effect while keeping the computational
requirement to a minimum.

Digital “Twin” Implementation
Two different implementations of the digital twin Coriolis
meter may be envisioned. In the first type of implementation, the raw Coriolis meter measurements are diverted
to an edge computer capable of running a simplified
Timoshenko beam element model of the meter, Fig. 4.
The edge computer can receive additional inputs, from
either the Coriolis meter or other sensors such as pressure,
temperature, or water cut meters. The edge computer
runs the digital twin model constantly and controls the
calibration and operation of the Coriolis meter closely while transmitting the corrected mass flow rate and
density from the process.

Fig. 4 Digital Twin on an edge computer.
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This approach adds to the cost and complexity of an
edge computer to each Coriolis meter in the field. The
model may not be very powerful and may offer only
limited improvements; however, it minimizes the data
sent to the cloud and avoids erroneous data from going
further. Cleaning data is one of the biggest sources of
problems when it comes to data analytics in the oil and
gas industry.
In the second embodiment, all the data from the Coriolis
meter is sent to the cloud where it is combined with other
measurements upstream and downstream of the sensor.
A detailed 3D finite element model of the Coriolis meter
and its operation may be run on the cloud constantly. Such
a “digital twin” of the Coriolis meter may exist within
the digital twin of the overall upstream infrastructure
and enables the operator to optimize the whole well,
field, or reservoir.
To achieve the full benefits of this approach, there is a
need for more measurements and more capability within
the meter to adapt to changing process conditions. For
example, the meter may have to adapt between multiple frequencies of operation15, based on the feedback
from the digital twin. Additional pickups and sensors
for monitoring pressure, water cut, tube wall thickness,
and corrosion may have to be incorporated into the
Coriolis meter itself to give the digital twin the exact
usage conditions. The Coriolis meter may also have to
be reimagined as a multiphase meter rather than as a
single-phase meter adapted to multiphase conditions.

Conclusions
The article outlines the issues with the use of Coriolis
meters for multiphase metering. Several approaches to
mitigate the errors have been detailed. From the analytical approaches that calculate the error in density and mass
flow — due to the presence of gas — to more practical
diagnostic algorithms that adapt the drive power, have
been described. Subsequently, these approaches may not
be able to adapt beyond “entrained gas,” which tends to
be below 20% of the gas volume fraction within the liquid.
To adapt the Coriolis meter to achieve multiphase
metering, a “digital twin” approach has been outlined.
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Three approaches to model the Coriolis meter within
the digital twin were discussed. Analytical models are
already built into existing diagnostic algorithms and have
limited potential. Simplified fluid conveying Timoshenko
beam elements are useful to look at the meter behavior
in more detail, but may still not be capable to fully work
under multiphase flow.
A trade-off between computational power and mathematical fidelity may end up satisfying either constraint.
A full 3D coupled modeling approach is ideal to achieve
a digital twin paradigm, but it is necessary to enable a
strong connection between the virtual and real meter.
Additional measurements such as pressure, water cut,
and tube wall thickness may be necessary, along with
considering the installation arrangements upstream and
downstream of the meter.
The connection between the real meter and the digital
twin must enable a change in the state/operation of both
the real and virtual meters. This is needed to allow the
two meters to track each other closely and to reap the
full benefit of the computational power available today.
Finally, the Coriolis meter design may have to be reimagined from scratch as a multiphase meter rather
than as a single-phase meter adapted for multiphase
flow measurement.
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Abstract /

The drilling rate remains a major challenge when it comes to planning and drilling workover and development wells. The main mission of a drilling engineer is to design a well, optimizing time, cost, economics, and safety. An analysis of previously drilled wells operations’ records is required to perform optimization techniques to reduce the drilling cost of new wells. Among the many potential optimizations, the
rate of penetration (ROP) has the most obvious impact on the cost-effectiveness of drilling a well, but to
ensure the optimized ROP, it must be engineered.
There are several correlations, methods, designs, models, tools, charts, field results, and experimental
studies to enhance the drilling performance. Many of these are effective, but some others are incomplete
and not suited for drilling operations as they are based on unproven theory, and lack proper experimental data. Proper models must include knowledge of all factors that affect the ROP to provide a meaningful tool for optimizing the well design. The objective of this work is to develop a new method for the
optimized drilling rate that will model the ROP more accurately, and therefore, facilitate improving
drilling efficiency and cost.
The drilling parameters and mud rheological properties in certain hole sections were collected and
analyzed first to determine the effect of mud properties and drilling parameters on the performance of
the ROP. The parameters and properties that are selected are from the same hole size, formation type,
and mud type. The relationship between the mud’s rheological properties and the ROP was then evaluated to determine how strong it is. This step helps to determine the significance of mud rheological
properties on estimating the ROP, and that will lead to the optimization of the drilling operation and
reduction in the drilling time. This is the first model to simultaneously combine the drilling fluid properties, drilling parameters, cuttings volume, and dogleg severity (DLS) with the ROP optimization.
The developed model has been compared with using field data while drilling challenging hole sections
in several different fields. It has shown a high correlation coefficient regression value matching with actual ROP values with a high percentage of accuracy, which is about 90%. The new model showed the
importance of combining mud properties, cuttings volume percentage, drilling parameters, and DLS,
since that will make it applicable in any type of wellbore or hole section such as vertical, deviated, and
horizontal.
The developed model can assist drilling engineers in selecting the improved drilling parameters, the
mud properties, the optimized value of cuttings volume, or the cuttings concentrations in the annulus
and the DLS value by optimizing the drilling rate using the developed model effectively. It can be used
in a real-time operating center to participate in drilling automation projects.

Introduction
The rate of penetration (ROP) is considered as the dominant parameter in drilling operations, and it is crucial to
improve this to drive down the cost of drilling planned wells, since the ROP plays a key role in rig performance.
The ROP can be defined simply as the speed of drilling. It can also be defined as the amount of rock that can be
removed while drilling in feet over time (hours) — or ft/hr. Another definition is that the ROP is the drilled depth
(footage) divided by the spent time in hours to finish the hole section.
The factors that significantly affects the performance of the ROP are various, and some of them are still unrecognized to this date. These factors can be divided into two categories: (1) Controllable factors, such as several drilling
parameters, i.e., weight on bit (WOB), revolutions per minute (rpm) of the drillstring, applied torque (TRQ ), and
the pumped flow rate of the mud pumped in gallons per minute (GPM); and (2) drilling fluid parameters, such
as the plastic viscosity (PV), yield point (YP), mud density or mud weight (MW), march funnel viscosity and gel
strength, well trajectory, bit design, and configuration of the bit. In addition, this includes rig hydraulics such as
the hydraulic horsepower of the bit, jet impact force of the bit, and total flow areas of the nozzles, and the hole
cleaning efficiency optimization by combining the required parameters of hole cleaning performance, Fig. 1. Hole
cleaning is a major factor to improve the ROP.
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Fig. 1 The parameters of hole cleaning efficiency.
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ROP optimization.
Galle and Woods (1963)2 devolved a new correlation
based on WOB and rpm to measure the ROP to estimate
cost per foot of drilling for different values of the ROP.
Bingham (1965)3 developed a ROP equation by applying
WOB and rpm in his model, and then normalized their
values by dividing them with the depth, and comparing
them with the measured ROP. Teale (1965)4 developed
a mechanical specific energy (MSE) model that is the
energy needed to drill a volume of rock — the unit of
MSE is psi. He found that the UCS has a close value to
the MSE. Bourgoyne and Young (1974)5 used a statistical
synthesis of the old drilling method for building a ROP
model, by considering the type of relationship between
drilling parameters and the ROP. Warren (1987)6 came
up with a ROP model for a tricone bit in a soft formation
by taking into account the relationship between the rock
bit and the effects of bit wear, chips held down, the cutting
transport, and the cutting accumulation.

e parameters of hole cleaning efficiency.

Uncontrollable factors include the formation’s pore
pressure, the unconfined compressive strength (UCS)
of drilled rock, the overbalance pressure, the bit diameters, the formation types, and the lithology. ROP is a
major component of optimization and enhancement of
drilling efficiency, increasing the depth of drilled feet,
reducing the cost per foot that will help, in addition to
the planning of new wells.

In our article, a new developed and optimized model
of the ROP has been made to contribute in the optimization of well drilling performance by increasing and
recognizing the factors that can significantly improve
the drilling rate — or ROP — while drilling and discovering the required parameters, which is needed to be
enhanced or controlled. Drilling engineering is practical
e data science
triangular
method
of developing
a model.
work
more than
theoretical
hypotheses.

In the new model, several factors have been studied
and concluded to make sure the predicted value of the
ROP is closely significant to the actual or measured value
of the sensors that measure the ROP. This new model
also included big data mining processes and has several
applications that can be optimized to influence the well
any General Use
drilling performance for the purpose of maximizing well
deliverability by recognizing which parameters in the
model can be improved to ensure a better ROP because
of the consideration of drilling parameters, drilling fluid
parameters, and artificial intelligent (AI) tools.
There are many models of ROP, which were developed
based on drilling parameters and their overall effects
on the ROP. Maurer (1962)1 showed that proper hole
cleaning can affect the ROP. He concluded that the
removal of generated drilling cuttings — while drilling
— could be removed or transferred to the surface if the
drill bit’s teeth were in contact with the rock. If the hole
cleaning efficiency were designed properly — to ensure
the removal of cuttings — it would lead to a proper

Pessier and Fear (1992)7 modified the Teale MSE model by conducting computer simulations and laboratory
tests to introduce the concept of drilling a hole under
dynamic conditions where a hydrostatic column of fluid
is present. Hareland and Hoberock (1993)8 modified the
ROP model6 to include the effect of bit wear by introducing a wear function (Wf) into the model. Armenta
(2008)9 modified the Teale MSE model to include the
effect of bit hydraulics to increase the accuracy of the
MSE model. Khamis and Al-Majed (2013)10 developed
an equation to calculate the bit hydraulics factors, which
further enhances the model’s prediction accuracy of a
MSE model.
Osgouei (2007)11 used Bourgoyne and Young’s (1974)5
model as a basis to improve its usage with polycrystalline
diamond compact bits in an inclined and horizontal well.
He included nozzle diameters, hole cleaning efficiency,
mud density, and viscosity. Hareland et al. (2010)12 developed a ROP model for tricone bits based on laboratory
experiments where rock was fractured with one single
tricone body.
Soares et al. (2016)13 compared three models for ROP in
three different sandstone formations. They compared the
Hareland and Rampersad (1994)14 model with previous
models, and the Bingham (1965)3 model by stating that
the selection of proper model coefficient bounds is a key
factor in the effectiveness of ROP modeling.
Deng et al. (2016)15 stated that for a tricone bit, the ROP
and bit rotary speed is linear and the relationship between the ROP and the ratio of WOB and rock dynamic
compressive strength is 3/2 power. Al-Rubaii (2018)16
developed a new empirical correlation to estimate the
ROP based on drilling parameters (WOB), rotational
string (rpm), TRQ on the drilling string, and the mud
pump flow rate (GPM). The correlation includes coefficients that represents the hole cleaning effect, lithology
effect, and drilling fluid rheology effect.
The model was validated and applied in the field by
monitoring the real-time operating center, and showed
well drilling performance optimization by cutting the
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concentration in the annulus to calculate a new predictive ROP. The model was used as an analyzer for
optimization of the ROP. Subsequently, there are many
ROP models that were developed based on the effect of
mud properties.
Eckel (1954)17 showed that the ROP drops when a well
is drilled with mud compared to water, using the same
drilling parameters. He observed increases in the ROP
with increases in rpm, WOB, and GPM. In addition,
an increase in viscosity tends to decrease the ROP until
a certain point (40 cP) where no further effect is observed. Eckel (1966)18 said that drilling with water is six
times faster than drilling with mud. He showed that at
a constant flow rate, the ROP is a function of kinematic
viscosity — viscosity divided by density.

Summer 2020

Jahanbakhshi et al. (2012)26 used ANN to predict ROP
based on offset well data. They used different input parameters, which are rpm, WOB, pump pressure, ECD,
mud type, YP, PV, mud pH, solid percent, 10 minute gel
strength, 10 second gel strength, bit wear, bit type, bit
hydraulic power, density of rock, porosity, permeability,
formation drillability, differential pressure, hole depth,
and hole size.
Shi et al. (2016)27 compared the results of two AI tools
to predict the ROP model. They used data points of
different input parameters, which are rpm, WOB, GPM,
MW, mud viscosity, formation abrasiveness, formation
drillability, UCS, bit wear, bit type, and bit size. By using ANN, they achieved a coefficient of determination
of R 2 = 0.91.

Beck et al. (1995)19 noticed an increase of more than
50% in the ROP with fresh mud compared to treated
mud, which proved the effect of mud properties on the
ROP. The developed ROP model considered mud property changes. The values of the ROP increases with an
increase in the Reynold’s number values, while values
of the ROP decreased when increasing the values of the
PV. Paiaman et al. (2009)20 studied the effects of some
drilling fluid properties on the ROP. They used field
data from a 17½” hole and Bourgoyne and Young’s ROP
model5 to calculate and normalize the ROP values. They
found that the ROP decreased when the MW, the PV,
and the solid content were increased.

Jiang and Samuel (2016)28 used ANN based on ant
colony optimization to predict an optimum ROP. They
used different input parameters, which are rotary speed,
WOB, flow rate, depth, and gamma ray. Using ANN
only, they achieved a correlation coefficient of R = 0.999.

Alum and Egbon (2011)21 developed a model that relates the mud properties to the ROP. The only parameter that showed a strong relationship with the ROP
is annular pressure loss since it is directly related to
the equivalent circulating density (ECD). Therefore,
any increase in pressure loss will cause a drop to the
ROP. Moraveji and Naderi (2016)22 came up with a ROP
model, which combines drilling parameters and drilling
fluid parameters, such as WOB, bit rotational speed, jet
impact hydraulic force of the bit, YP to PV ratio (YP/
PV), and a 10 minute to 10 second gel strength ratio.
They concluded that these parameters have the greatest
effect on the ROP’s variation.

Abdulmalek et al. (2018)30 used a Spector Victor machine to predict the ROP, using both the drilling mechanical parameters and mud properties. They used data
points in a shale formation of input parameters, which are
WOB, rpm, GPM, standpipe pressure, drilling torque,
MW, PV, funnel viscosity, YP, and solid percentage.
They had an accuracy of 0.997 correlation coefficient,
and a 2.83% average absolute percentage error.

These days, there are many models that were developed
based on the application of artificial neural network
(ANN) methodologies on the ROP23, including use of
rotary speed, WOB, MW, rock strength, abrasion, and
the type of the rock. The regression factor of the relationship between calculated values and measured ROP
values is around 80%.
Arabjamaloei and Shadizadeh (2011)24 used ANN for a
model to predict ROP. They used data points of 10 input
parameters: (1) rpm, (2) WOB, (3) GPM, (4) drilling fluid
density, (5) viscosity, (6) depth, (7) bit diameter, (8) bit
consumed hours, (9) bit efficiency parameters, and (10)
annular pressure loss. The developed model has shown
a regression factor of approximately 90%.
Amar and Ibrahim (2012)25 predicted a ROP model and
compared it with traditional regression. They used input
parameters, rpm, WOB, ECD, tooth wear, depth, pore
pressure gradient, and Reynolds number. They achieved
an absolute average relative error of 17%.

Manshad et al. (2017)29 used a multilayer ANN to predict
and develop the ROP model A. Then he used the deep
neural network method, known as genetic algorithms,
to optimize the input parameters and reach the optimal
ROP. They used data points of different input parameters,
which are rotary speed, WOB, flow rate, PV, flow area,
pump pressure, depth, bit size, drilling interval, and
UCS. They achieved correlation coefficients of R = 0.957.

In this article, actual data measurements will be used to
assess the effect of drilling parameters, mud properties,
hole cleaning indicators, and well trajectory parameters
on the ROP.

Methodology and Results
The approach that was used to come up with the developed model was to consider massive amounts of data
with different types of hole sections, such as vertical,
deviated, and horizontal, drilling fluid types (water-based
mud or oil-based mud (OBM)), drilling fluid rheology
and mechanical drilling parameters (WOB, rpm, TRQ,
and GPM). Data preparation is a crucial step of the data
science process, and to be able to confidently prepare
the selected data, knowledge and information about the
data are important, Fig. 2.
There are five steps to make the AI model for the
ROP, using big data techniques: (1) selection of data,
(2) preprocessing of targeted data, (3) transformation of
preprocessed data, (4) data mining of transformed data,
and (5) evaluation of the model. This is knowledge, or
in our case, it is the predicted value of the ROP model,
Fig. 3. The need for data preparation is to ensure the
quality of the built model, which depends on the content
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Fig. 1 The parameters of hole cleaning efficiency.

Fig. 2 The data science triangular method of developing a model.

data. Classification of data can be completed by using
discretization methods, i.e., binning such data as equal
width (distance) partitioning and equal depth (frequency)
partitioning, histogram analysis, and clustering analysis.

All of these are data transformation processes, which
are helpful for building robust and solid ROP models.
Other processes can contribute positively and make the
process much easier for analyzing data, which is the operations of permutation (random reordering) of a series
or the rows of data. Data grouping and aggregation is
another type of data transformation, which is a process
of transformation after the division into different groups.
You can apply a function that converts or transforms
the data in some way, depending on the data type. Most
of the time, we want to have our summary statistics in
the same table, enabling us to calculate the mean and
Fig. 2 The data science triangular method of developing a model.
median, by groups, etc. Therefore, aggregation assists in
of data and the ability of the modeler.
gathering a summary concerning the operations applied
The methodology of big data usage is a strong tech- to the group of data.
nique, having a robust and trustable model because of
Regarding data manipulation, it is required to empower
the long process of developing a model. Using big data the analysis of data while performing data analysis. Quite
techniques is a long process to ensure the accuracy of the often, it is required to filter the data to ignore unnecessary
type of data, descriptive analysis, data preprocessing, rows or columns, sort the data according to a particular
data cleaning,
data manipulation,
data transformation, variable and merge different data sets. The process of
Saudi Aramco:
Company
General Use
data aggregation, and grouping.
data understanding, the process of converting or mapping
More information content will lead either to qualitative data from the initial “raw” form into another format, to
or quantitative measurements. The discretization process prepare the data for further analysis, are the processes
can happen in some experimental cases to handle large of making specific data more suitable for data mining.
quantities of data generated in sequences. To carry out
Normalization is a technique often applied as part
an analysis of data, it is necessary to transform this data of data preparation for machine learning. The goal of
into discretize categories, e.g., by dividing the range of normalization is to change the values of numeric colvalues in smaller intervals and continuing the occurrences umns in the data set to a common scale, without disor statistics related to each of them.
torting differences in the ranges of values. For machine
Discretization divides the range of a continuous attri- learning, not every data set requires normalization. It is
bute into intervals; interval labels can be used to replace required only when features have different ranges. Data
actual data values, reduce data size by discretization, and in the real world is incomplete if lacking attribute values,
prepare for further analysis, such as the classification of lacking certain attributes of interest, or containing only

Fig. 3 A diagram showing the steps of the discovery process of knowledge.

Fig. 3 A diagram showing the steps of the discovery process of knowledge.
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aggregate data. In addition, data containing errors or
outliers containing discrepancies in codes or names is
considered incomplete.
If there is no quality to the selected data, there will
be no quality of data mining results, because the quality of the proposed decision will be dependent on the
quality of the selected data. A data warehouse needs
consistent integration of quality data, therefore, during
the data analyses, there is a need to detect the presence
of abnormal values within a data structure. Missing
data occurs in many data analysis applications. Missing
data is not always available, e.g., some tuples have no
reordered values for some attributes and that could be
due to equipment malfunction.
This could be inconsistent with other recorded data
and therefore deleted, or not entered due to a misunderstanding. It may not be considered important at the
time of entry, so the history or changes of the data are
not registered, and for that reason, missing data may
need to be inferred. To handle the missing data, there is
a technique used by computer engineering science that
fills in missing data with the average value of from the
same group of missing data. Then, it continues to apply
interquartile range methodology by removing incomplete
rows, removing duplicate data, detecting and filtering
outliers that are data, which differs significantly from
other data in a data set, since they can skew your data
distributions and affect all your basic central tendency
statistics. All of these things can be fixed by applying
the interquartile range.
The interquartile range tells how spread out the middle
values are. It can be used to tell when a value is too far
from the middle. An outlier is a point that falls more than
1.5 times the interquartile range above the third quartile
or below the first quartile. Another method of handling
data to detect and filter outliers is called the Z-Score.
If the Z-Score is greater than three as a value, we can
classify that point as an outlier. The main objective of

Summer 2020

the mentioned work is to adapt the data to be ready for
machine learning techniques so that the result can be
expressed as a good result or predictive ROP. Machine
learning is a computational learning approach involved
in most AI applications. Systems or algorithms improve
themselves through data experience without relying on
explicit programming.
AI is considered a modern-day extension of prediction
analytics, which tends to have three components, (1)
representation (characteristics of the problem, algorithm
and the important parameters), (2) evaluation (evaluation of the performance of the model, accuracy of the
prediction and capturing the model’s errors), and (3)
optimization (the kind of optimization that the selected algorithms use). These have been used in clustering
basics, which is a technique used to group elements in
multivariate data sets.
The reason behind that is to have a preprocessing step
for data exploration and an understanding of data structure, pattern recognition, outlier detection, etc. There are
some measurements that can perform data manipulation
techniques, which can optimally help in the clustering
basics technique. These include scalability, similarity
or dissimilarity, normalization by using min-max and
Z-score, and then by performing clustering validation
by using the Rand Index, cohesion within cluster sum
of squares, separation between cluster sum of squares,
Jaccard coefficient and silhouette coefficient, and Kmeans clustering used to identify distinct patterns or
structures within the data.
The result of generating the new robust model of ROP
will show a better application of well drilling performance.
Several factors were included in the model development
process, including drilling parameters or mechanical
drilling parameters (WOB, rpm, TRQ , and GPM),
rheological drilling fluid parameters (PV, YP, MW),
carrying capacity index, cutting concentration in the
annulus, and hole cleaning and dogleg severity (DLS) of

Fig. 3 A diagram showing the steps of the discovery process of knowledge.
Fig. 4 The measured ROP (ft/hr) vs. the predicted ROP (ft/hr) of the training data.
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Fig. 5 The measured ROP (ft/hr) vs. the predicted ROP (ft/hr) of the validation data.
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Fig. 5 The measured ROP (ft/hr) vs. the predicted ROP (ft/hr) of the validation data.
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validation data was 177,310 points, which is 20% of the
total data of the collected data.

The model can provide notice about the hole cleaning
performance since it contains the carrying capacity index
and cutting concentration in the annulus index, which
are indicators that show the hole cleaning efficiency. In
addition, it can optimize the well trajectory parameters
to check the values of the DLS, which can increase the
ROP. It can recommend as well the mud parameters to
enable adjustments suitable to ensure more hole cleaning,
leading ultimately to well performance optimization.
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Fig. 7 The measured ROP (ft/hr) vs. the predicted ROP (ft/hr) test results.

Fig. 8 The measured ROP (ft/hr) vs. the predicted ROP (ft/hr) test
results as a function of depth.

considering the optimization by optimizing the carrying
capacity index, the concentration in the annulus, selecting optimum DLS and optimum drilling parameters,
the ROP was optimized to about 40%, Figs. 9 and 10.

Conclusions and Recommendations
1. The new ROP model, with respect to the drilling
mechanical parameters, drilling fluid parameters,
and well trajectory parameters are more realistic than
other correlations. Because the other models only consider rheological mud properties alone, or mechanical
drilling parameters alone, they are qualitative relationships only, and not feasible in practical drilling
operations. Consequently, our model has combined
more drilling parameters, drilling fluid rheological
properties, and DLS, which indicates well trajectory
and hole cleaning performance indicators.
2. Applying the model in a real-time environment or
monitoring systems will ensure proper and optimized
well drilling performance.
3. The data analytics process — data preparation, data
preprocessing, data transformation and data mining,
and data evaluation — were applied to come up with
a strong model that can be trustable and strong.

be replaced for the automated or real-time sensor. The
model can provide a clear idea or noticeable picture
about the parameters that are needed to reach a proper
optimization, which can ensure improved performance
for well drilling and well operations.
The results of the R 2 after testing the model shows
90%, which is acceptable and legitimate, Figs. 7 and 8.
After testing the model in a well that has been drilled by

4. To apply a machine learning technique on the selected
data, there are steps to follow, such as the selection of
the type of data and descriptive analysis, discretization,
classification of the data by using binning (distance)
partitioning (frequency), histogram analysis, clustering analysis, permutation (random reordering), data
grouping and aggregation, interquartile range, and
AI applications.
5. The developed ROP model can indicate the required
and suitable mechanical drilling parameters with well
trajectory DLS that can be applied. In addition, it can
allude to the amount of cuttings generated during
drilling, which can be moved easily and smoothly to
provide indications about controlled ROP without
influencing or jeopardizing the well’s performance.
For that reason, it is helpful during lost circulation
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Fig. 9 The measured ROP (ft/hr) vs. the predicted ROP (ft/hr) as a function of depth after testing the model with optimization.

Fig. 10 The measured ROP (ft/hr) vs. the predicted ROP (ft/hr)
as a function of depth after testing with optimization.

incidents to control the drilling rate.
6. The new ROP model can anticipate the matched value
of the ROP, which is close to the value of the ROP
that is measured by a drilling sensor.
7. The new ROP model enhanced the well’s drilling
performance by 40%. This was done by optimizing
the carrying capacity index, the cuttings concentration
in the annulus, and by selecting an optimum DLS,
and optimum drilling parameters.
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